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This design guide seeks to present the requirements of the Building Regulations 2000 and the Building Regulations (Amendment) 2003 Approved Document M Access to and Use of Buildings (2004 edition) in terms of good building design.

This guide does not cover everything or have all the answers, but covers the main design considerations. We hope this guide will prove especially useful as a practical introduction to provide a basic understanding of what accessibility means.

Whilst every care has been taken to compile the information in this guide, the publishers and promoters cannot accept any responsibility for incorrect information. Building Regulations are subject to change and if in doubt you should contact your Local Authority Building Control office to check if the information is still current.

Material from the Building Regulations 2000 (Approved Document M).

The Councils gratefully acknowledge LABC and RIBA Publications for permission to reproduce their material in this publication.
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LABC Cymru considers it important that suitable access provision is made for everybody including people with physical or sensory disabilities, wheelchair users, elderly persons and those with young children. This document aims to promote access for such groups both within the built environment and the countryside.

Local Authorities expect the standards outlined in this document to be adopted where practicable and will aim to point developers in the right direction. The standards contained within this guide build on the minimum standards of Part M of the Building Regulations and it is hoped that following the public consultation exercise it will also reflect standards preferred by disabled people.

As a direct result of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (the DDA), it is now unlawful to deny access to goods and services to disabled people. From 1st October 2004 it has been the statutory duty of providers of services to make alterations to buildings to enable access for all, wherever it is reasonable to do so.

This design guide should therefore be regarded as a valuable document which gives guidance on how a high standard of access can be achieved.

The social model of disability has been adopted in the guidance which emphasises that disability is imposed by social and external factors rather than purely by impairment or medical conditions. Creating access opportunities which are mainstream and integrated, rather than segregated, is a key component of equal opportunities otherwise the absence of such facilities are discriminatory.

The provision of an accessible environment can benefit society as a whole by helping people play a full and productive life. It also benefits family or friends of those with disabilities and also non disabled people such as the elderly, parents with young children and people with a temporary illness or injury.
Welcome to Newport Roof Truss Company

Company Background

Newport Roof Truss Company Ltd was established in 2001 and since that time has undergone rapid growth and expansion to become one of South Wales’ leading Truss Manufacturing Plants. The company was originally set up by Peter Waring and Chris Wookey who have over 36 years’ experience in the Timber/Truss Industry between them, including Construction, Civil Engineering, Manufacturing and Design experience.

Introduction

The company now employs 10+ full time staff and also invests in the training of young people, by employing a young person on a Preparatory Learning Scheme. At present, we have the right mix of staff and experience to deal with both private small builds and major development projects whilst ensuring we offer a friendly, professional service, passing on any cost reductions, to you the customer. ISO9001 accreditation was received in 2003.

Products

Timber is a natural product, non toxic, recyclable and biodegradable and as a building material provides a high level of insulation. Our timber is sourced from predominantly Nordic countries where strict environmental guidelines are adhered to, using only timber from forests where more trees are planted than felled. We purchase from suppliers who are PEFC and FSC accredited to ensure all our timber product is fully traceable.

Services

Using Alpine /AIMS central software, we offer a full design service and have the capacity to manufacture trusses up to 13.6 metres span as Standards, Monos, Attics, Raised Ties or non standard profiles, with pitches as low as 7.5 degrees, using the latest technology. We currently have a single head computerised saw, low level press and various other relevant equipment. We work closely with a local treatment plant and can arrange for any order to be treated at a minimal cost of 10% of your order value.
**Delivery & Turnaround**

We aim to reply to all faxed/e-mail quotations and enquiries within 3 working days and postal enquires within 5 working days of receipt. We now also accept drawings in AutoCAD. Operating our own fleet of specialised 7.5T rigid truss vehicles provides us with the flexibility to meet the requirements of our customers and allows us to arrange deliveries at your convenience, usually within 7 – 10 working days from order placement or up to 14 working days in busy periods. Although we use 7.5T vehicles to reduce access problems on smaller sites/private builds, we are also able to arrange deliveries on articulated lorries to suit customer/site requirements at no additional cost, when necessary.

**Why is Newport Roof Truss Company different?**

**Free Site Measure Service**

Complete site survey and measuring service to ensure project is correctly and accurately measured to exact specification, allowing us to design and quote efficiently and effectively.

**Free No Obligation Quotation**

We offer a free, no obligation quotation service and will treat each enquiry with our usual professional standards, according to our Terms & Conditions, a copy of which is available, at any time on request.

**Free Delivery**

We believe that it is better to offer a fair and straightforward pricing system so the quoted price you receive is your final price with no hidden extras and this includes delivery to site.

**Free Set of Truss Calculations**

Truss calcs can be posted or faxed to an address of your choice at no extra charge and satisfy all current approving authorities/building legislation.

**Free Technical/After Sales Advice**

Our core staff are all trained to answer or advise on any matters relating to the trusses and will work closely with nominated individuals on site to assist them with the installation of the trusses where possible. In the event of a problem, even non fault, we always endeavour to return to site, in person, to assist in any way we can.
As well as this guidance, architects, developers, planners and builders should also make themselves aware of legislation, complementary guidance and useful contacts. In particular, the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 must be complied with. Service providers who fall within the Act encompass all who provide goods, facilities or services to the general public, whether or not in exchange for payment. Those affected under the Act include banks, sports centres, government departments, community centres, supermarkets, libraries and so on. Employers with 15 or more employees are now under an obligation, under the Act, to review their arrangements against the needs of the disabled, to ensure that accessibility and equal standards are provided.

On 1st October 2004 Part III of the Act came into force. Service providers and employers, who fall within the act, must consider the following:

- Undertake an access audit
- Identify what work is required and provide budget costings
- Implement a programme of alteration works
- Design and administer the alteration works
- Obtain landlords approval
- Obtain Building Regulations Approval
- Obtain necessary planning consents

Accessibility by Design is intended to provide supplementary guidance which elaborates on this general land use policy.

### The Building Regulations 2000 (as amended)

The following documents are of relevance:

- Approved Document B – Fire Safety HMSO
- Approved Document K – Stairs, Ramps and Guards HMSO
- Approved Document M – Access and Facilities for Disabled People HMSO
- Approved Document N – Glazing Materials and Protection HMSO

### Rheoliadau Adeiladu 2000 (fel y’i diwygiwyd)

Mae’r dogfenau canlynol yn berthnasol:

- Dogfen Gymeradwy B - Diogelwch Tân, Llyfrfa Ei Mawrhydi
- Dogfen Gymeradwy K - Grisiau, Rampiau a Gwarchodwyr, Llyfrfa Ei Mawrhydi
- Dogfen Gymeradwy M - Mynediad i Bobl Anabl, Llyfrfa Ei Mawrhydi
- Dogfen Gymeradwy N - Diogelwch wrth Wydro, Llyfrfa Ei Mawrhydi
Site Investigation

Site investigation for a new use or development should take into account access opportunities at an early stage. When identifying a site for development or a building for conversion the following criteria should be met, although it is acknowledged that physical circumstances, particularly in hilly and densely built up areas, may dictate that some provisions may not be fully achievable.

Sites should be as level as possible with car parking close by and good access to public transport facilities. Disabled people should not be expected to travel more than 50 metres from transport to entrance.

Any need to negotiate busy roads should be avoided. If not possible a suitable crossing should exist nearby with dropped kerbs and appropriate tactile indicators.

A dropping off point, signed particularly for disabled use, should be provided as closely as possible. The width of the lay-by should be 4 metres with dropped kerbs to allow for both driver and passengers to safely transfer to wheelchairs.

Main entrances to buildings should stand out or be clearly signed. The use of secondary or service entrances for people with disabilities is not acceptable in new buildings.

Lighting must be sufficient to afford safety in approaching the building during darkness hours. Thought must be given to provision of rest areas where longer distances may have to be negotiated between the site and bus stops or other facilities.

Approved Document M
1st May 2004

Introduced the following changes:-

The greatest change with the new Part M is its title; gone is the reference to disabled people. The aim is now to foster a more inclusive approach to design to accommodate the needs of all people. Part M now applies generally to material alteration of and extension to existing non-domestic buildings. It also applies to material change of use to some non-domestic buildings. There is no exception for historic buildings, but guidance on

Archwiliad o’r Safle

Dylai archwiliad safle ar gyfer datblygiad neu ddefnydd newydd ystyried materion mynediad yn gyntaf yn y broses. Wrth ddod o hyd i safle ar gyfer datblygiad, neu adeilad i’w drosi, dylid cyflawni'r meini prawf canlynol, er rhaid cydnabod na fydd modd cyflawni'r holl darpariaeth amrywiol waith oherwydd amgylchiadau ffisegol, yn arbennig mewn ardaloedd mynyddig neu ardaloedd mynyddog lle mae llawer o adeiladau.

Dylai'r safle fod mor wastad â phosibl, gyda lle parcio gerllaw a chyfleusterau trafnidiaeth gyhoeddus hwylus. Ni ddylid disgwyl i bobl anabl deithio mwy na 50 metr o'r fynedfa i'w cludiant.

Dylid osgoi unrhyw angen i symud ar ffyrdd prysur. Os nad yw hyn yn bosibl, dylid darparu croesfan addas gerllaw, gyda chyrbau isel ac arwyneb â gwead cyffyrddol priodol.

Dylid darparu mannau i ollwng teithwyr mor agos â phosibl, gydag arwydd sy’n ei neilltu ar gyfer pobl anabl. Dylai’r gilfan fod yn 4 metr o led gyda chyrbau isel er mwyn i'r gyrrwr a'r teithiwr fynd i eistedd yn ddiogel yn eu cadeiriau olwyn.

Dylai’r prif fynedfeydd fod yn amlwg neu dylai'r arwyddion ar eu cyfer fod yn eglur. Ni ddylid disgwyl i bobl anabl ddefnyddio mynedfeydd eilaidd neu fynedfeydd gwasanaeth mewn adeiladau newydd.

Rhaid cael digon o oleuadau i gyrraedd yr adeilad yn ddiogel pan fydd hi’n dywyll. Rhaid darparu mannau gorffwys os oes yr rhaid teithio ymhellach rhwng y safle a’r arsafannau bws neu gyfleusterau eraill.

Dogfen Gymeradwy M - 1 Mai 2004

Yn y ddogfen uchod cyflwynwyd y newidiadau canlyniol:-

Yr enw yw'r newid mwyaf i'r Rhan M newydd: nid yw’n cyfeirio bellach at bobl anabl. Y nod erbyn hyn yw meithrin dull mwy cynhwysol o ddyluni o er mwyn diwallu angenion pawb. Bellach, mae Rhan M yn sôn yn gyffredinol am estyniadau neu newidiadau o bwys i adeiladau annomestig sy’n bodoli eisoes. Mae hefyd yr ymdrin â newid defnydd o bwys ar gyfer rhai adeiladau annomestig. Ni fydd adeiladau hanesyddol yn cael eu heithrio,
such buildings is provided. There is no real change to the guidance on dwellings.

A new section has been provided on facilities in buildings other than dwellings. This covers audience and spectator facilities, refreshment facilities, sleeping accommodation and switch outlets and controls.

Guidance is provided on educational establishments and the relationship between Part M and the Disability Discrimination Act 1995.

The concept of an Access Statement has been introduced for the first time. It is recommended that an Access Statement is provided to identify the philosophy and approach to inclusive design adopted, particularly when the approach taken to satisfy the requirements differs from that represented by the guidance in Approved Document M. The Approved Document can be downloaded free of charge from the Communities and Local Government website at www.communities.gov.uk.
15N Waterloo Industrial Estate
Pembroke Dock
Pembrokeshire
SA72 4RT
Tel: 07881 868104
Or: 01646 622241

Talbot Timber

• Builders & Timber Merchants
• Same/Next Day Deliveries
• Roof Truss Design/Manufacture
• Plywood & Panel Products
• Finn Forest Log Cabins
• Bespoke Timber Machining

Tel: 01646 686480

Warrior Way, Waterloo West Industrial Estate,
Pembroke Dock, Dyfed SA72 6UB
Map of Authorities

Full contact details can be found at the back of this document.
An Access Statement is an explanation of ‘how access and facilities for people with disabilities and others has been addressed in a particular scheme’. The statement will allow Building Control Officers to assess whether reasonable and/or suitable provision has been achieved. The statement will vary in size dependent on the type and scale of the development but should generally include the following elements wherever relevant:

- Description of proposed works and the intended use of the building
- Access design philosophy on the scheme
- Sources of advice and guidance
- Evidence of any consultation with the Council’s Access Officer or the Local Access Group
- Description of the building
- Key issues of the scheme
- Current access provisions
- Proposed areas for improvement
- Areas not proposed for improvement and/or reasons why an alternative approach has been adopted
Access Statements

When is an Access Statement required?
Applications requiring a full Access Statement include new and substantially extended buildings or changes of use where the intended use is:

- Shops and commercial uses, Restaurants, Public Houses and Bars, Offices, Banks, Public Buildings, Leisure, Assembly and Recreation facilities, Mixed Use developments, Churches, Schools/Colleges, Hotels, Industrial, Storage and General, Listed Buildings etc.

- Residential purposes such as flats, houses and bungalows, nursing or old people’s homes, student accommodation etc.

Applications will not generally require an Access Statement if the works are for altered or extended dwellings, i.e. houses, bungalows and flats. Similarly, minor alterations or extensions to other uses may not require a statement where it can clearly be seen that the accessibility of the building is not affected.

Matters for consideration
These include but are not exclusively:

- Disabled parking provision or setting down points or garaging
- Approach routes to building – way finding signage, gradient, width, surface finish
- External hazards/features – hard landscaping, projections, furniture
- External steps/ramps – gradient, width, guarding and heights
- Entrances – primary and secondary
- Doors – operation, size, level threshold, automatic, controls
- Entrance lobbies – size, manoeuvrability
- Reception – counter height
- Aids for hearing impaired people – induction loop
- Visibility of signage – size and contrast for people with impaired vision
- Interpretation and Braille facilities
- Internal corridors – widths, obstructions, gradients
- Internal steps/ramps – height, width, guarding, rise and going
- Lifts – size, height of controls
- WC accommodation – size, layout, number
- Spectator seating – number of spaces, choice of viewing point, other facilities
- Access to special facilities – meeting rooms, swimming pools, sports equipment, etc.
- Usability of the building/facilities – to meet the DDA
- Management arrangements – for assisted access and means of escape
- Special considerations need to be given to Listed Buildings, development in Conservation Areas and other buildings or spaces of special interest.

Ongoing obligations for owners/occupiers
The Access Statement should be amended to reflect any subsequent decisions reached on site so that any new owner or occupier can be aware of the rationale used in making decisions which impact on accessibility and their ongoing obligations under the DDA. An up to date Access Statement can form part of the “Seller’s Pack” which will help to inform future owner/occupiers of the access provision in the building.
In an attempt to offer some further direction, an Access Statement Template has been prepared and incorporated purely for guidance.

**Access / Egress Statement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Address:</th>
<th>Date:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Contact details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicant</th>
<th>Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Name:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Address:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postcode:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Postcode:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telephone:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Telephone:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E Mail:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fax No:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of Development**

To include description of proposed works. Size of proposed works, building use, number of occupiers, perceived modes of transport etc. This should include the whole site from its boundaries.

**Design standard followed:**

- Approved Document M (2004):
- BS 8300 (2001):
- Building Bulletin 91 (Schools)
- Sport England (Sports Facilities)
- CAE Designing for Accessibility (2004)
- Other (Please elaborate)

**Philosophy and approach**

Overview of the developer’s philosophy regarding access for disabled people and inclusive design. This section must include specific examples of individual design processes.

**Key access issues of the design**

Include direct guidance references to key design attributes in relation to:

- Approach
- Parking
- Entrances
- Horizontal circulation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical circulation</th>
<th>Access to services</th>
<th>Emergency egress etc</th>
<th>Position of WC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Sources of advice and consultation**

Include references to British Standards  
Consultation with planners, conservation officers, access officers etc.  
Evidence of consultation with existing/planned building users (where appropriate)  
The extent of input from local access groups or local organisations reflecting the views of disabled people

**Nature and impact of environmental and/or other constraints**

Where environmental factors act to constrain compliance with the relevant design guidance, an explanation of the individual constraints should be included. These may include constraints imposed by an existing structure during an extension, or geographical constraints on new or existing developments.  
The responsibility will be on the developer to explain why the relevant design guidance cannot be achieved in any particular situation and to provide material evidence to this effect.  
One alternative solution that has been considered should also be described for each instance in which the design is felt to deviate from the relevant design guidance.

**Proposed solutions for overcoming identified constraints**

Where deviation from the relevant design guidance is proposed as a solution of how the relevant barrier can be reasonably overcome should be explained

**What steps have been taken to ensure this information is made available to building occupiers?**

Explain the steps taken by designers to ensure the above access philosophy and information particular to the building is fully integrated into the long term management of the building

**Additional material information**

Any additional information in support of the proposed development
For disabled people, car access is vital. In car parks, provision should be made for disabled drivers and cars carrying disabled passengers. Parking should be provided as near to the principal entrance as possible and under cover is desirable. If payment is required, provide level and unobstructed access to pay and display units.

The surface of a designated parking bay should be firm and level, slip resistant and have a 1200mm transfer zone alongside and at the rear of the vehicle.

If people need to obtain tickets for pay and display parking, the ticket dispensing machines need to be accessible to wheelchair users and people of short stature. They should be adjacent to the designated parking and have controls between 750mm and 1200mm from ground level.

Guidance on designated parking, ticket dispensing machines, vehicular control barriers and multi-storey car parks can be found in BS 8300.

The recommended numbers of reserved spaces vary in accordance with the type and capacity of car parks as follows:

**Car parks associated with employment premises and provided for employees and visitors.**

- 5% of the total parking capacity should be designated for disabled motorists.

**Car parks associated with shopping areas, leisure or recreational facilities.**

- One space for each disabled employee plus 6% of the total capacity for visiting disabled motorists.

Car parking spaces for the disabled should be signposted using the international symbol of the disabled, which can also be painted on the ground with the legend “Disabled Drivers Only”.

---

**Fig. 1**

Dimensions of parking bay and to centre lines of markings.
ACCESS TO BUILDINGS

External Travel

- Routes of travel across grass or paved areas should be highlighted. This can be achieved by contrasting colour, texture or by directional paving.

- Covers and gratings should be flush with pavings, the maximum gap being 18mm.

- Define footpath edges with either kerb, low rail or a surface change.

- Pedestrian crossing points require special attention.

- Red tactiles should be used at controlled crossings and buff coloured tactiles at uncontrolled crossings.

- At changes in level and to slopes steeper than 1:15 a handrail and kerb should be provided. A lower rail and kerb should be provided as a guide for partially sighted people using canes.

---

**Fig. 2**

- Surface change
- Low rail
- Kerb

**Fig. 3**

- Define footpath edges
- 1200mm
- Rail for the partially sighted
- Kerb

- 2000mm
- Allows prams and wheelchairs to pass

**Fig. 4**

- Tactile surfaces to denote pedestrian crossing extend full width
- max gradient 1:12
- 1200mm
- 800
- Central kerbs to be flush with carriageway
- Avoid gratings, obstacles, hazards

This layout is a general detail only. Further advice on exact layouts should be sought from the local Highway Authority.
LANDSCAPE FURNITURE

● The provision of landscape furniture requires careful thought. It needs to be made distinguishable from the background, i.e. by colour contrast and should be detectable at low level for people with impaired vision.

● Avoid overhangs, especially at ground level.

● Guard against building projections by the use of (1) rails, (2) textured surfaces, (3) kerbs and planting, etc.

DOORS

● Doors which open outwards should not cause an obstruction on a path which runs along the face of a building, i.e. recess the doors or provide suitable guarding.
Driscoll Scaffolding Services Ltd

47 Radyr Court Close, Llandaff, Cardiff CF5 2QG

- Top quality scaffolding at competitive prices
- Free estimates
- Attention to detail, whether your project is large or small
- Hire & erect by scaffolding professionals

Driscoll Scaffolding Services Ltd is a specialist scaffolding contractor offering excellent service, high quality work and a commitment to safety at competitive prices with over 30 years experience in the trade.

Services Include:
- Tube & Fitting
- Netting
- Access Towers
- Security Fencing
- Safety Systems

If you have a project that requires scaffolding contact us today...

Tel/Fax: (029) 2056 2733
Mobile: 07866 457 868
Email: Lyndon.Driscoll@dslimited.co.uk
www.dslimited.co.uk

Driscoll Scaffolding Services Ltd
47 Radyr Court Close, Llandaff, Cardiff CF5 2QG

GRiffiths & Isaac Construction Limited

57 Martyn’s Avenue, Seven Sisters, Neath, South Wales SA10 9DR

- New Builds, Plans to Completion
- Brickwork/Carpentry Experts
- UPVC Windows & Conservatories
- All General Building Work

Tel: 01639 701838 for estimate
07976 842251
07913 988027
Email: mall@paulisaac@wanadoo.co.uk

BWC

Plumbing & Heating

- All aspects of general plumbing undertaken
- Bathroom Specialists
- All tiling work undertaken
- No job too small
- Free no obligation quotations
- Advice on Part M Building Regulations given
- All work fully guaranteed

Tel: 01792 551200
Mobile: 07855 334068
ACCESS TO BUILDINGS

Approach to the Building

- There should be a convenient access into the building for disabled people, whether they are visitors to the building or work in it and whether they arrive on foot or in a wheelchair.
- If space outside the principal entrance is restrictive, an alternative accessible entrance in common use should be provided.
- Car parking spaces should be provided adjacent to the principal entrance or the accessible entrance in common use.

- Clearly signposted steps should be provided when the rise of the ramp exceeds 300mm. The surface of the ramp should be slip resistant and of a colour that contrasts visually with that of the landings.

Table 1 Limits for ramp gradients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Going of a flight</th>
<th>Maximum gradient</th>
<th>Maximum rise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>500mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>333mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>1:12</td>
<td>166mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
For goings between 2m and 10m, it is acceptable to interpolate between the maximum gradients, i.e. 1:14 for a 4m going or 1:19 for a 9m going (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Relationship of ramp gradient to the going of a flight

Fig. 10

---

For further details refer to Approved Document M of the Building Regulations
ACCESS TO BUILDINGS

Stepped Access

- A corduroy hazard warning surface should be provided at top and bottom landings of a series of flights to give advance warning of a change in level.
- Rise of each step should be between 150mm and 170mm.
- Going of each step should be between 280mm and 425mm.
- Rise and going of each step should be consistent throughout the flight.
- Width of the flight should not be less than 1.2m.

For schools the preferred dimensions are 150mm rise and 280mm going

Fig. 11 Stepped access – key dimensions and use of hazard warning surface

---

Note: Full details of tactile paving are in "Guidance on the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces."
HANDRAILS

- Should be between 900mm and 1000mm above the surface of the ramp.
- Should be continuous along the flights and landings of steps and ramps.
- Should extend at least 300mm beyond the top and bottom of ramps and a flight or flights of steps whilst not projecting onto an access route.
- Should contrast visually from the background without being reflective.
- The surface should be slip resistant and not cold to the touch.
- The profile should be circular with a diameter of between 40mm and 45mm or oval, preferably with a diameter of 50mm.
- Should protrude no more than 100mm into the surface width of ramp or stairs where this would impinge on the stair width requirement of Approved Document B (Fire Safety).
- Should have a clearance of between 60mm and 75mm between the handrail and any adjacent wall surface.
ACCESSIBLE ENTRANCES

- Should be clearly signposted and should include the international symbol of access, from the edge of the site, and the principal entrance if this is not the accessible entrance. (Guidance on sign posting can be found in BS 8300).

- Any structural supports at the entrance should not be a hazard to the visually impaired.

- Should have a level landing at least 1500mm by 1500mm clear of any door swings immediately in front of the entrance and be of a material that does not impede wheelchair users.

- Door entry systems should be accessible to deaf and hard of hearing and people who cannot speak. (LED display) fitted between 750mm and 1000mm from floor level.

- The surface of any entrance matting should be level with the floor and should not impede wheelchair movement. Avoid coir matting, and changes in floor surfaces which are potential trip hazards.

DOORS TO ACCESSIBLE ENTRANCES

- Entrance doors can be manually operated, or power operated under manual or automatic control.

- Vision panels should comply with the minimum zone of visibility of between 500mm and 1500mm from floor level, if necessary interrupted between 800mm and 1150mm from floor level to accommodate a horizontal grab-rail. (See Fig. 15).

Table 2 Minimum effective clear widths of doors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction and width of approach</th>
<th>New buildings (mm)</th>
<th>Existing buildings (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straight-on (without a turn or oblique approach)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At right angles to an access route at least 1500mm wide</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At right angles to an access route at least 1200mm wide</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External doors to buildings used by the general public</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
The effective clear width is the width of the opening measured at right angles to the wall in which the door is situated from the outside of the door stop on the door closing side to any obstruction on the hinge side, whether this be projecting door opening furniture, a weather board, the door, or the door stop (see Fig. 15). For specific guidance on the effective clear widths of doors in sports accommodation, refer to ‘Access for Disabled People’.

MANUALLY OPERATED NON-POWERED ENTRANCE DOORS

- A non-powered door fitted with a self-closing device capable of closing the door against wind forces and the resistance of draught seals is unlikely to be openable by a wheelchair user or someone with limited strength.

- The opening force at the leading edge should be no greater than 30N.

It should be noted that double buggies are wider than wheelchairs and this should be borne in mind when designing certain types of buildings.
POWERED ENTRANCE DOORS

- Manual control for powered entrance doors should be clearly distinguishable from the background, and located between 750mm and 1000mm from the ground level (to include swipe cards etc).
- Where the doors swing towards people approaching them visual and audible warnings should be provided. They should incorporate a safety stop if someone is passing through and revert to manual control or stay open in a power failure.

GLASS ENTRANCE DOORS AND GLAZED SCREENS

- Should be clearly defined with manifestation on the glass at two levels 850mm to 1000mm and 1400mm to 1600mm. Manifestation is a sign or a logo at least 150mm high.
- Ring for assistance bells should be no higher than 1200mm above floor level.

**Fig. 15 Effective clear width and visibility requirements of doors**
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Entrance Lobbies

- Where entrance lobbies are incorporated in buildings, adequate space must be provided between doors. There should also be space for someone assisting the wheelchair user and for someone passing in the opposite direction.
- Thresholds should be flush, 15mm maximum, at both doorsets.
- Mat wells should be flush (including the surrounds), close fitting and firm.
- The door opening widths should apply to the inner doors as well as the outer doors.
- Lighting to reduce the contrast between the outside and the building's interior should be considered.
- The floor surface should be level, slip resistant and not impede the movement of wheelchairs or crutch users. Avoid coir matting and ensure any changes in floor materials do not create potential trip hazards.

**Fig. 16 Key dimensions for lobbies with single leaf doors**

| DL1 and DL2 = door leaf dimensions of the doors to the lobby |
| DP1 and DP2 = door projection into the lobby (normally door leaf size) |
| L = minimum length of lobby, or length up to door leaf for side entry lobby |
| “a” = at least 300mm wheelchair access space (can be increased to reduce L) |

1570 = length of occupied wheelchair with a companion pushing (or a large scooter)

**NB:** For every 100mm increase above 300mm in the dimension “a” (which gives a greater overlap of the wheelchair footprint over the door swing), there can be a corresponding reduction of 100mm in the dimension L, up to a maximum of 600mm reduction.
ACCESS WITHIN BUILDINGS

Entrance Hall and Reception Area

- Any reception point should be easily identifiable from the entrance doors or lobby and have a direct approach and be free from obstructions.
- Should be designed to accommodate both seating and standing visitors. At least one section of the counter should be at least 1500mm wide, no higher than 760mm with a knee recess not less than 700mm from floor level.
- Reception points should be provided with a hearing enhancement system.

Guidance on aids to communication can be found in BS 8300
Internal Doors

Design considerations similar to those for entrance doors apply to internal doors
Refer to Table 2 and Fig. 15.

- The force needed to open the door manually should not exceed 30N.
- Doors should be distinguishable from the adjacent facades, as should be ironmongery (i.e. pull handles) from the actual door itself.
- Lever handles are preferable to knob sets.

- Incorporate low-level protection from wheelchairs. Thresholds should be level with adjacent floor finishes.
- Fire doors particularly those in corridors should be held open with an electro-magnetic device, but self-close when:
  - Activated by a smoke alarm or fire alarm
  - Power supply fails
  - Activated by a hand operated switch.
- Fire doors to individual rooms should be fitted with swing-free devices that close when activated by smoke detectors, fire alarms and power failure.

For guidance on fire doors and self-closers see Approved document M and BS 8300

- Doors should have a zone of visibility between 500mm and 1500mm from the floor, if necessary interrupted between 800mm and 1150mm from the floor, to accommodate an intermediate horizontal rail.
ACCESS WITHIN BUILDINGS

Corridors and Passageways

- In locations required to be accessible to wheelchair users, corridors and passageways need to be wide enough to allow for wheelchair manoeuvre and for other people to pass.
- Elements such as columns, radiators and fire hoses should not protrude into the corridor, or where this is unavoidable a means of directing people around them, such as a visually contrasting guardrail should be provided.
- Unobstructed width should be at least 1200mm excluding any projections into the corridor.
- Where the unobstructed width of the corridor is less than 1800mm, passing places should be at least 1800mm long and 1800mm wide at reasonable intervals to allow wheelchairs to pass at corridor junctions and similar.
- A floor is classed as level if the gradient is no steeper than 1:60.
- Corridors of gradient between 1:20 and 1:60 should have rise no more than 500mm without a level rest area at least 1500mm long.
- If the corridor is 1:20 or steeper, refer to ramp details.
- Any door opening towards a corridor which is a major access route, should be recessed so that when fully open it does not project into the corridor.
- On a major access or escape route the wider leaf of a series of double doors with leaves of unequal widths is on the same side along the length of the corridor.
- Floor finishes should be slip resistant.
- Glass screens should have suitable manifestation.

Shaded areas show required unobstructed space requirements for approaching doors. All dimensions are clear widths.
Guidance as for stepped access except:

- It is not reasonable to require a hazard warning surface at the head of internal stairs (since there is no recognised warning surface for use internally, which can be guaranteed not to constitute a trip hazard when used alongside flooring surfaces with different frictional resistance characteristics).

- A flight between landings normally contains no more than 12 risers, but in very exceptional circumstances 16 risers in small premises may be provided where the plan area is restricted.

- The rise of each step should be between 150mm and 170mm.

- The going of each step should be at least 250mm.

- The provision for handrails is the same as for stepped access.

Fig. 19 Internal stairs – key dimensions
ACCESS WITHIN BUILDINGS

Vertical Circulation within the Building

A passenger lift is the most suitable means of vertical access and should be provided wherever possible.

However given the space constraints in some buildings it may not always be possible to provide a full passenger lift.

- Signs indicating the location of a lifting device accessible by mobility-impaired people should be clearly visible from the building entrance. Additionally a sign indicating the floor reached should be provided on each landing that can easily be seen from the lifting device and is visually contrasting.

- Whatever lifting device is chosen, internal stairs should always be provided, designed to suit the ambulant disabled and the visually impaired.

Provision of Lifting Devices

- New developments should have a full passenger lift serving all storeys.

For new developments where due to site constraints a full passenger lift cannot be provided, a lifting platform may be acceptable.

- Existing buildings may in exceptional circumstances have a wheelchair platform stairlift.

Passenger Lifts

- Minimum dimensions of the car should be 1100mm wide and 1400mm deep.

- For a lift that does not have room for a wheelchair user to turn around a mirror should be provided to allow the user to see the space behind the wheelchair.

- Power operated sliding doors should provide a minimum clear opening of 800mm and be fitted with timing and re-opening activators to allow time for people and assistance dogs to enter or exit.

- Controls should be located between 900mm and 1200mm from the car floor and be at least 400mm from any return wall.

Landing call buttons should be located between 900mm and 1100mm from the floor and at least 500mm from any return wall.

- Lift landing and car doors should contrast visually from adjoining walls.

- Audible and visual indication of lift arrival and location should be provided in the lift car and lift lobby. If the lift is to be used in an emergency it should conform with the relevant recommendations of BS 5588 part 8 (Code of Practice for Means of Escape for Disabled People).
Lifting Platforms

● Vertical travel distance should be no more than 2m where there is no liftway enclosure and no floor penetration.

● Controls should be located between 800mm and 1100mm from the floor of the lifting platform and be at least 400mm from any return wall.

● Continuous pressure controls should be provided, with landing call buttons the same as for a passenger lift.

Minimum dimensions should be

● 800mm wide and 1250mm wide where the platform is not enclosed and provision is being made for an unaccompanied wheelchair user.

● 900mm wide and 1400mm deep if the platform is enclosed and provision is made for unaccompanied wheelchair users.

● 1100mm wide and 1400mm deep where two doors are located at 90 degrees relative to each other and where the platform is enclosed, or where provision is made for unaccompanied wheelchair users.

● Doors should have clear opening of 900mm for a 100mm x 1400mm platform and 800mm clear opening in other cases. Audio and visual announcements should be provided for platform arrival and location indication.

Wheelchair Platform Lifts

● In a building with a single stairway required width for means of escape should be maintained when the platform is in the parked position (see Approved Document B).

● Continuous pressure controls should be provided. The minimum dimensions are 800mm wide and 1250mm deep.

● Access with an effective clear width of at least 800mm should be provided.
It is clearly the intention of Part M of the Building Regulations to make as much of the built environment as possible accessible to all. Therefore, the provision of lifts must be seen as the obvious solution for vertical travel.

As there is no floor area rule to be guided by, it is important to recognise that whilst the provision of a passenger lift (or, in certain situations a lifting platform) is the preferred option, each application should be looked at individually, as each situation will differ in some way.

This is why the concept of Access Statements has been introduced. It is an opportunity for a designer to give a reasoned argument as to why full compliance is not possible in a particular case or where new technologies or alternative solutions are to be used. The obligations of employers and service providers under the DDA should be pointed out to designers wishing to submit Access Statements.

In new buildings, it is hoped that designers will not try to put forward an argument for not fully complying. It is more likely that problems in making a building fully accessible will be put forward for an existing building. This is why, whilst ascertaining what is reasonable in the circumstances of each case must be looked at, it must be remembered that it is the intention of the Building Regulations that all new buildings and existing non-domestic buildings that are materially altered or extended are accessible to all.

Inevitably there will be occasions when reduced standards that are supported by Access Statements will be considered reasonable. These projects may relate to small-scale developments for example, where there may not be adequate space for a full size lift, and a platform lift or some other alternative solution may be suggested.

In such circumstances, consideration should be given to special design for landings etc. and refuges if necessary.

The government has inferred that it is not their intention to prevent small development through the additional financial burden of providing a lift, but this is a difficult reason to substantiate the acceptance of reduced standards.

When deciding if a scheme is reasonable, the use of the building must be taken into consideration. If no public access is required on upper floors and it can be demonstrated that work activity precludes persons with disability through a reasoned Access Statement, this may be satisfactory. However, these types of decision cannot be made without knowing the building occupier and usage.

Useful checklist of considerations

- Access is to one floor only and the area is limited in comparison with the floor below
- The cost of a passenger lift if the overall project cost is modest
- Floor space does not contain a unique facility
- Layout of the building, particularly if it is of historical interest
- Means of escape provision may not be achieved due to floor space/layout constraints
- Members of the public are not permitted on the floor

Remember

Whatever form of access to floors above the ground floor is provided, an ambulant disabled stair should be provided.

The above list is not conclusive, nor is it authoritative in that in those situations a passenger lift is not required. It merely gives guidance for consideration of particular situations.
This publication deals primarily with access into and around a building, and the use of facilities within the building but the safe evacuation of all potential users of the building is also vitally important.

When considering means of escape in case of fire, the ultimate consideration is the amount of time it will take for a person(s) to travel from a place threatened by fire to a place of safety.

It is worth noting that disability is not an absolute measure of mobility, for instance, evacuation tests have shown that wheelchair users were able to evacuate premises before ambulant people with walking aids. The wheelchair users did not generally impede or impose any delay on the able-bodied people. It was the ambulant person using a walking frame who was the source of the most serious impediment to the process of the evacuation.

**General**

Routes of travel should be free from any obstacles which may impede a person with disabilities, e.g. thresholds or steps.

Ramps that are designed as shown on page 21, are suitable for changes in level.

The width of escape routes and exits should be sufficient to accommodate the evacuation of mixed-ability occupancies.

**Refuges**

Most people with disabilities should be able to reach the safety of a protected escape route, or a final exit independently due to the limitations of travel. It is when stairways are encountered that some people with disabilities will rely on assistance. It is for this reason a waiting area should be provided in a safe area, so a person requiring assistance can wait in safety until assisted by a trained colleague or fire rescue personnel.

Refuges should be provided for each protected stairway affording egress from each storey.

The refuge need not be located within the stair enclosure but should enable direct access to the stair.

A refuge should be located in either:

- Protected lobby, or
- Protected corridor, or
- Each protected stairway
- A refuge should not encroach into the escape flow space
- A refuge should have dimensions of at least 1400mm x 900mm
- Refuges should be provided for each stairway on each storey

**Fig. 23**

Refuge formed in a protected stairway

by Provision where access to the wheelchair space is counter to the access flow within the stairway

Wheelchair space

Occupied by escape flow
MEANS OF ESCAPE

Means of Escape/Egress

LIFTS
There are 3 main types of lift
- Passenger Lift
- Evacuation Lift
- Firefighting Lift

Passenger Lift
Generally to gain access to the upper floors, a passenger lift is required by the Building Regulations. These lifts should not be used as a means of escape in case of fire.

Evacuation Lift
Such lifts are often provided in buildings where there is a high proportion of less mobile occupants. For example, retirement homes, hospitals and modern shopping centres.

Their use in case of emergency should be strictly to well managed procedures (see page 37).

Features of an evacuation lift include:
- Lift well is a fire protecting structure
- There should be a protected lobby at each storey
- There should be a protected route from exit level to a final exit
- To override car and landing controls, there should be a switch marked “Evacuation Lift” at exit level
- There should be a separate primary electrical supply, and an alternative secondary supply

Firefighting Lift
Similar in design to an Evacuation Lift but with additional fittings which are generally to aid firefighters in their operations. Firefighting lifts should not be used by occupants of the building in case of fire.

Stairlifts
Stairlifts should not be used in an emergency evacuation; they should be fitted with a battery back up system, which will take the lift to the ground floor if the power fails.

Evacuation Chairs
Commonly known as Evac Chairs, these are often used in office buildings where occupants are familiar with evacuation procedures. It is essential that operators are fully trained and the use of the evac chairs is integral to the management procedures for evacuation in case of emergency.

Fire Alarms
The typical fire alarm consists of a bell or siren. Consideration must be given to alerting occupants with hearing difficulties.

Audible Alarms
An audible alarm is the most usual way of alerting people to an alarm, and is the best way of alerting someone with a visual impairment.

Vibrating Alarms
Vibrating pillow pads are very useful for owners of hotels, guesthouses, or anywhere that provides accommodation to alert a hearing impaired person in the event of an alarm. Vibrating pagers are useful for office workers. There should also be a visual alarm, so the hearing impaired person realises it is not just a malfunction of the vibrating alarm.

Visual Alarms
Fire alarms come in several different types that warn us of impending danger with horns, sirens, bells, chimes, beeping, and now even voice fire alarms. According to whether you are a large building such as a school, or a private home, having some type of fire alarm in the area is essential for saving lives in case of a fire.
A visual alarm is a useful addition to the usual audio alarm system to warn those with hearing impairments of an emergency.

**Management Procedures**

It is important that the building management have a procedure in place, for the safe evacuation of employees and visitors including those with disabilities.

Management procedures, whilst following general guidelines, are specific to the building, management structure, size and occupancy.

Employers should ensure that staff with disabilities are fully aware of the emergency evacuation procedures for the building. Staff with disabilities should also be consulted about what assistance they may require to exit the building safely in an emergency.

Visitors should also be aware of the evacuation procedure. Members of staff should be responsible for ensuring all visitors are escorted out of the building, or to a place of safety.

Under new Fire Safety legislation, the building owners or occupier have a responsibility to carry out a risk assessment of the building. This must include evacuation procedures in case of emergency.

For further information on this responsibility, please contact your local Fire Service.

**Training**

An essential part of the management procedures is to ensure all staff, including new members of staff, are prepared for an emergency situation.
Audience and spectator facilities fall into 3 categories

- **Entertainment facilities**, eg. Cinemas and theatres
- **Sports Stadiums**
- **Lecture & Conference Facilities**

### General

- People with mobility or sensory impairments may need to view from a particular side or sit in the front to lip read or see sign interpreters.
- Care needs to be taken so that poor lighting or very bright natural light does not make it difficult to see the interpreter.
- Wheelchair users, people who have difficulty using chairs with fixed arms and those with assistance dogs should have the choice of sitting next to a seated companion or a companion wheelchair user.
- Consideration should be given to providing space by certain seats for assistance dogs to rest.
- Greater spacing between rows of seats at the rear of a block or at the end of rows may provide extra legroom for people of large stature.

### Table 3  Provision of wheelchair spaces in audience seating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seating capacity</th>
<th>Minimum provision of spaces for wheelchairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 600</td>
<td>1% of total seating capacity (rounded up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remainder to make a total of 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 600 but less than 10 000</td>
<td>1% of total seating capacity (rounded up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional provision, if desired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

For seating capacities of 10,000 or more, guidance is given in ‘Accessible stadia: a good practice guide to the design of facilities to meet the needs of disabled spectators and other users’.

### Lecture and Conference Facilities

- Where a podium or stage is provided wheelchair users should have access to it by means of a ramp or a lifting platform.
- A hearing enhancement system should be provided for the hearing impaired.

**Guidance on hearing enhancement systems can be found in BS 8300.**

### Fig. 24  An example of wheelchair spaces in a lecture theatre

![Diagram of wheelchair spaces in a lecture theatre](image)
Audience and Spectator Facilities

Fig. 25  Possible location of wheelchair spaces in front of a rear aisle

Fig. 26  An example of wheelchair space provision in a cinema or theatre
FACILITIES IN BUILDINGS OTHER THAN DWELLINGS

Refreshment Facilities

All bars/restaurants should be designed so all potential customers have full and independent access.

All public areas including toilets, public telephones and external terraces should be fully accessible, as should self-service and payment points.

- In many restaurants changes of level are used to differentiate between different functions or to create atmosphere.
- Changes of level are only allowed if they are fully accessible by a ramp or lifting platform.
- Part of the bar should be accessible to wheelchair users and be no higher than 850mm from the floor level.
- Worktops in shared refreshment facilities, for example tea making areas at work, should be accessible no higher than 850mm from the floor, with a clear space beneath at least 700mm above the floor.

Fig. 27 An example of a shared refreshment facility

![Diagram of a shared refreshment facility with measurements and labels for clear space under worktop, work surface 850 above floor level, refrigerator under worktop, floor unit, 1500 x 1500 wheelchair turning space, and microwave oven.](image-url)
Sleeping Accommodation

Sleeping accommodation where provided for a significant number of people such as hotels, motels and student accommodation, should be convenient for everyone.

- In student accommodation it is beneficial to provide a wheelchair accessible toilet for visitors.

This guidance should be followed for all bedrooms;

- Effective clear width of the door from the access corridor should comply with Table 2 (page 24).
- Swing doors on wardrobes etc should open through 180 degrees.
- Handles on hinged and sliding doors should be easy to grip and operate and contrast visually from the door.

- All bedrooms should have a visual fire alarm signal in addition to the requirements of Approved Document B.
- Room numbers should be indicated in embossed characters.

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE BEDROOMS

- At least 1 in 20 bedrooms should be wheelchair accessible.
- The wheelchair accessible bedrooms should be located to provide a choice of location and be on accessible routes to all the facilities.
- They should be of the same standard as all other bedrooms.
- The entrance door to the bedroom and to the en suite facility should comply with Table 2 (page 24) and have a maximum opening pressure of 30N.

Fig. 28 One example of a wheelchair-accessible hotel bedroom with en suite sanitary facilities
FACILITIES IN BUILDINGS OTHER THAN DWELLINGS

Sleeping Accommodation

- En suite facilities should comply with the provisions for wheelchair accessible bath and shower facilities.
- The size of the room should allow a wheelchair user to manoeuvre at the side of the bed and transfer independently.
- An emergency assistance alarm and reset button should be located in the bedroom and be activated by a pull-cord that can be operated from the bed or the floor.
- Openable windows and window controls should be located between 800mm and 1000mm above the floor and be easy to operate without the need to use both hands simultaneously.
- On the outside of the room the call signal should be easily seen and heard and linked to a central control point.

Switches, Outlets and Controls

- Wall mounted socket outlets, telephone points and television sockets should be located between 400mm and 1000mm above the floor with a preference for the lower end of the range.
- Switches for permanently wired appliances should be located between 400mm and 1200mm above the floor.
- All switches and controls that require precise hand movements should be located between 750mm and 1200mm above the floor.
- Controls that need close vision should be located between 1200mm and 1400mm from the floor, so readings can be taken from a seated or standing position.
- Sockets should be at least 350mm from any room corners.
- Light switches for use by the general public should be large push pads and align horizontally with the door handles within the range between 900mm to 1100mm from the floor. Where this cannot be achieved pull cords should be provided in the same height range.
- The front plates of sockets should contrast visually from the background and have a clear indication that they are ON.
Detailed guidance on surface finishes, visual, audible and tactile signs as well as the characteristics and appropriate choice of hearing enhancement systems is given in BS 8300.

- Provision for a hearing enhancement system should be installed in rooms and spaces designed for meetings, lectures, classes, spectator sport or films and at service or reception counters, particularly in noisy areas or where they are behind glass screens.

- All facilities should be indicated with the appropriate symbol and signage.
UNISEX WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE TOILETS

- Where there is space for only one toilet in a building, it must be a unisex wheelchair accessible toilet but of greater width to accommodate an additional wash basin at standing height. At least one unisex wheelchair accessible WC should be located where toilets are provided for customers, visitors or staff.

- One should be located as close as possible to the entrance or waiting area of a building and be located in a similar position on each floor of a multi storey building. There should be right and left handed transfer on alternate floors.

- If two unisex facilities are provided side by side, left and right hand transfer should be accommodated.

- Doors should be outward opening with a horizontal closing bar on the inside face.

- One should not have to travel more than 40m on the same floor or more than 40m combined horizontal travel if the toilet is on another floor of the building and is accessible by passenger lift. In buildings with a lifting platform vertical travel to the toilet should be limited to one storey.

- Heat emitters should be screened or their surface temperature kept below 43 degrees centigrade.

- All fittings and grab-rails should contrast visually with the background wall and floor finish, and there should be contrast between the walls and floor.

Fig. 31 Unisex wheelchair-accessible toilet with corner WC
Fig. 32 **Heights and arrangement of fittings in a unisex wheelchair-accessible toilet**
(looking towards wall A in Fig. 31)

*Height subject to manufacturing tolerance of WC pan*

HD: Remote position for automatic hand dryer (see also Fig. 34)
SD: Soap dispenser
PT: Paper towel dispenser
AF: Alarm reset button
TP: Toilet paper dispenser

Height of drop-down rails to be the same as the other horizontal grab rails

Fig. 33 **Heights of various fittings in toilet accommodation**

Height of independent wash basin and location of associated fittings, for wheelchair users and standing people:
A. For people standing
B. For use from WC

Mirror located away from wash basin suitable for seated and standing people

(Upper and associated fittings used within a WC compartment or serving a range of compartments)
FACILITIES IN BUILDINGS OTHER THAN DWELLINGS

Sanitary Conveniences

GENERAL ADVICE

● At least one cubicle in same sex toilets should be designed for the ambulant disabled, as shown in Fig. 34.

● Where there are four or more cubicles in a same sex toilet one of these should be enlarged for use by people who need extra space, like parents with young children or people with shopping or luggage. Minimum width of these toilets should be 1200mm. Baby change units should wherever possible be provided in these units.

● Taps on baths or wash basins should be controlled automatically or can be operated using a closed fist, eg lever action.

● Door handles and other ironmongery should comply with the provisions for internal doors.

● Doors to WC compartments, and wheelchair accessible unisex toilets, changing or shower rooms should be fitted with light action privacy bolts so they can be operated by people with limited dexterity. If required to self-close, they should be openable with a force no greater than 30N.

● Any fire alarm should emit a visual and audible signal.

● Emergency assistance alarms should have:
  ■ Visual and audible indicators to confirm an emergency call has been received.
  ■ A signal which is different from the fire alarm.
  ■ A re-set control reachable from the wheelchair or shower or changing seat.
  ■ Lighting controls to conform with the provisions for switches and controls.

● Heat emitters are screened or their surface temperature is kept below 43 degrees centigrade.

● All fittings and grab-rails should contrast visually with the background wall and floor finish and there should be contrast between the walls and floor.
Wheelchair Accessible Changing and Shower Facilities

- Where more than one unit is provided provision for left or right handed transfer should be made.

- Should provide wall mounted drop down support rails and wall mounted, slip resistant tip up seats (not spring loaded).

- In sports facilities individual self-contained shower facilities should be provided in addition to communal separate sex facilities.

- A shower curtain should be provided that covers the seat and rails when in the horizontal position and can be opened and closed from the shower seat.

- A shelf that can be reached from the seat or wheelchair should be provided for toiletries.

- An emergency assistance pull cord should be easily identifiable and can be reached from the seat or the floor, the assistance alarm should be as for sanitary accommodation.

- Facilities for limb storage should be included for the benefit of amputees.

- When associated with shower facilities the floor should be level and slip resistant when dry or wet.

- There should be a manoeuvring space of at least 1500mm deep in front of lockers.
FACILITIES IN BUILDINGS OTHER THAN DWELLINGS

Wheelchair Accessible Changing and Shower Facilities

- Where showers are provided in commercial developments for the benefit of staff, at least one wheelchair accessible shower compartment should be provided.
- Shower controls in communal showers should be positioned between 750mm and 1000mm above the floor.

Fig. 36 An example of a self-contained shower room for individual use

---

**Elevation**

(Order pull cord, horizontal and vertical grab rails, shower curtain rail and towel rail not shown for clarity)

**Plan**

- Additional optional tip-up seat for users when drying (mainly for ambulant users)
- 1500 x 1500 Wheelchair turning space
- Fall of floor
- Towel rail
- Clothes hooks

---

**Fixed shower head**

**Range for adjustable and detachable shower head**

**Range for shower controls**

**Drop-down rail on side wall**

**Drop-down rail**

**Back rest**

**Tip-up seat**

**Floor drain**

---

**Dimensions:**

- 500
- 1400
- 1000
- 750
- 1200
- 600
- 300
- 650
- 1200
- 500
- 320
- 2000
- 500
- 1350 x 1350 Wheelchair turning space
This guidance covers wheelchair accessible bathing facilities in hotels, motels, student accommodation and relatives’ accommodation in hospitals.

- A choice of left or right handed transfer should be provided where more than one accessible bathroom is provided.
- The bath should be provided with a transfer seat 400mm deep and equal to the width of a bath.

Fig. 37 An example of a bathroom incorporating a corner WC

For the arrangement of the bath and ancillary fittings see Fig. 36

Note: Layout shown for right hand transfer to bath and WC
FACILITIES IN BUILDINGS OTHER THAN DWELLINGS

Wheelchair Accessible Bathrooms

- Doors should open outwards and be fitted with a horizontal closing bar fixed to the inside face.
- The room should be fitted with a pull cord and assistance alarm.

Fig. 38  Grab rails and fittings associated with a bath
On 25th October 1999, Part M of the Building Regulations was amended to improve accessibility for visitors to all new dwellings. It is not intended to create lifetime homes. Reasonable access is required into the dwelling within the boundaries of the plot. Generally, a level or ramped approach is required to the principal entrance, with a gradient not exceeding 1:20 and not less than 900mm wide.

If site topography prevents this, and the plot gradient exceeds 1:20, a ramp may be required. This requires a firm and even surface, a minimum width of 900mm, 1.2m top, bottom and intermediate landings, and a gradient no steeper than 1:12, broken into 5m lengths.

If the plot gradient exceeds 1:15, a stepped approach will be acceptable, providing the steps are designed to meet the needs of an ambulant disabled person (see below).

- The width of the approach, excluding the space for parked vehicles (approximately 2.1 metres) should not be less than 900mm.
- Access to the dwelling or block of flats must be via an accessible threshold. This should be designed to take into account the requirements of other parts of the Building Regulations including resistance to weather and ground moisture.

- The approach cannot be made of loose laid materials such as gravel or shingle.
- The presence of a driveway might provide a better opportunity for creating a level or ramped approach, either from the pavement or footpath or from a car parking space.
The DETR published a design guide for accessible thresholds in new housing, which is available from The Stationery Office (ISBN 011 702333 7). This document provides design solutions for suitable thresholds in many situations which minimise the risk of moisture ingress. Guidance is provided on suitable sill and threshold profiles, provision of drainage channels, treatment of internal floor finishes and external hard landscaping.

Table 4 – Minimum widths of corridors and passageways for a range of doorway widths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Door clear opening width (mm)</th>
<th>Corridor / passageway width (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>750 or wider</td>
<td>900 (when approach is head-on)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1200 (when approach not head-on)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>775</td>
<td>1050 (when approach not head-on)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>900 (when approach not head-on)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Circulation within the entrance storey of the building must be possible for wheelchair users, providing access via doorways, corridors and passageways to the kitchen, habitable rooms and a room containing a w.c.

- An obstruction free zone of 900mm wide must be maintained outside the w.c. and opposite door openings in general. This zone should extend 200mm both sides of the projected edges of the clear opening.

- On steeply sloping sites a change in level within the entrance storey may be unavoidable. A 900mm wide staircase complying with Part K with handrails on each side if there are three or more risers would suffice.

- Switches and sockets on all levels within the dwelling should be located within an accessible zone. This is to assist people whose reach is limited to use the dwelling more easily.

- If a building contains flats, provision must be made for disabled people to visit occupants on any storey. This may be via the installation of a suitably dimensioned and designed lift or via common stairways designed for use by ambulant disabled and visually impaired people. See Section Vertical Circulation within the Building.

**Internal doors, passages and corridors**

**Location of switches, sockets, etc for accessibility**

**Fig. 42**

**Fig. 43**
A WC should be provided in the entrance storey of the dwelling. This should be located such that it can be reached from the habitable rooms in that storey without using stairs. (If the entrance storey contains no habitable rooms the WC may be provided in the principal storey.)

The door to the WC should

- open outwards
- have a clear opening width as described previously
- be positioned to enable wheelchair users to access the WC

N.B. The compartment does not have to fully accommodate a wheelchair, and handrails are not required.

**Clear space for frontal access to WC**

![Diagram showing clear space for frontal access to WC](image)

**Fig. 44**

The minimum width of the compartment is 900mm, but prescriptive layouts have not been imposed. Consideration should be given to the location of the wash basin, particularly in very small rooms.

**Clear space for frontal access to WC**

![Diagram showing clear space for frontal access to WC](image)

**Fig. 45**

It is intended that these improved standards will not only help disabled people to visit other homes more easily, but will also enable more people to remain in their homes for longer as they become less mobile with age.
INTERIOR ERGONOMICS

Signs and Symbols

- Ensure legibility of signs and lettering by attention to size and style and by use of strong colours, good immediate background and non-distracting general background and by good lighting without glare.

- Lettering should be within visual range and provide good contrast against the background.

**Waiting room**

- Raised letters are helpful to blind people particularly. They should be within hand reach at a reasonable level. Ensure the background surface is comfortable to touch. Confine to single letters, numerals, symbols and keep to standard positions in a building.

- Symbols should be as near pictorial as possible. Standard symbols should indicate specific facilities, i.e. induction loop information, communications, assistance available if required.

- Signs should be consistent, thorough and continuous along routes and should take account of the need for reassurance.

---

**Fig. 46**

The international symbol of accessibility; the setting out of the symbol should be based on a square tile as shown.

**Fig. 47**

**Fig. 48**
The formulation of design criteria for buildings depends to a considerable extent on the dimensional characteristics of people at rest and moving and on their range of physical capabilities. In the case of people with disabilities, these criteria may be modified by the use of aids such as sticks, artificial limbs and wheelchairs.

To determine appropriate limits for the range of the population to be accommodated, the statistical technique of percentile distribution is used.

For example, for the head-height of chairbound men, the value of 1:235 for the fifth percentile means that five per cent of chairbound men's head height when in a wheelchair is at 1:235 or less; the value 1:435 for the 95th percentile means that 95 per cent is at 1:435 high or shorter.

The figures below show the relevant dimensions.
Although in certain situations, it is appropriate to use the average as a criteria, it must be emphasised that averages should be treated with caution. It is hazardous to make decisions on the basis of catering for the average man or woman. In a representative sample of population, 50 per cent of measurements will be greater than the average and 50 per cent will be less. Dimensions based on the average will therefore at best satisfy only 50 per cent of potential users.
When data is applied to design problems, it is usually found that there is a limiting factor in one direction only, e.g. if the problem relates to obstructions at head-height, the measures of short people are not significant. In applying data, the designer should enquire which dimension is critical.

It is not the case that whenever the value for the 95th percentile is observed, 95 per cent of the population will be accommodated; if the critical dimension is in the opposite direction, only five per cent will be accommodated and the correct course is to apply the 5th percentile instead.

**Fig. 51**
It is not always economic or practicable to cover 100 per cent of the population by catering for people at the extremes. It may not be possible to obtain a solution to a specific design problem, which is equally efficient for a typical ambulant person and a person in a wheelchair.
AMBLANT PEOPLE

The convenient positioning of fittings and equipment is governed by body and reach dimensions. The general application of the recommendations should ensure that fittings and equipment are suitably located.

A. Comfortable vertical reach
A: minus 0.070: maximum height of storage shelves, allowing access to front of shelf.
A: minus 0.150: maximum height of 0.300 deep storage shelves over 0.600 floor units, allowing access to front of shelf.

B. Oblique vertical reach
B: maximum height of window and blind controls.
B: minus 0.060: maximum height of 0.200 deep storage shelves over 0.600 floor units, allowing access to front of shelf.
B: minus 0.080: maximum height of unobstructed storage shelves, allowing reach to back of shelf.

C. Head height
C: relate to fixed mirror heights and position of shower fittings.

D. Eye level
D: avoid window transomes at this level.
D: related to fixed mirror heights.

E. Shoulder level
E: preferred maximum height of switches and controls.

F. Elbow level
F: minus 0.130: preferred level of kitchen surfaces where sink rim and general work surfaces are at the same height.
F: minus 0.100: preferred level of sink rim.
F: minus 0.150: preferred level of general work surfaces.
F: minus 0.100: preferred level of wash basin rim.
F: minus 0.250: preferred level of fixed ironing board.

G. Knuckle height (comfortable downward reach)
G: lower level of preferred zone for most-used articles stored in kitchen.
G: preferred minimum height of socket outlets and other controls.
G: preferred height of letter basket and delivery shelves adjacent to entrance door.

H. Effective downward reach
H: minimum height of storage shelves, socket outlets, heater controls and oven floor.

J. Comfortable forward reach
J: plus 0.100: maximum depth of kitchen work surfaces.
J: preferred maximum dimension, sink fascia to sink tops.

K. Toe projection
K: preferred minimum depth, toe recesses to kitchen units.
**INTERIOR ERGONOMICS**

**Ergonomic Data**

**WHEELCHAIR USERS**

**MEASUREMENTS**

A. **Comfortable vertical reach**

A: minus 0.070: maximum height of unobstructed storage shelves with lateral approach, reach to front of shelf.

B. **Oblique vertical reach**

B: maximum height of window and blind controls.
B: minus 0.120: maximum height of 0.300 deep storage shelves over 0.600 floor units, allowing reach to front of shelf.
B: minus 0.160: maximum height of unobstructed storage shelves with frontal approach, allowing reach to back of shelves.

C. **Comfortable forward vertical reach**

C: preferred maximum height of window and other controls.
C: maximum height of electric switches.

D. **Head height**

D: related to height of shower fittings.

E. **Eye level**

E: avoid window transomes at this level; relate to sill heights.
E: relate to fixed mirror heights.

F. **Shoulder level**

F: plus 0.100: upper level of preferred zone for most-used articles stored in kitchen.
F: preferred maximum height of electric switches.

G. **Chair armrest level**

G: maximum unobstructed dimension below work surfaces or tables to permit close approach.

H. **Elbow level**

H: plus 0.020: preferred height of letter basket and delivery shelves adjacent to entrance door.
H: minus 0.030: preferred height of pull-out for food preparation.
H: minus 0.040: preferred height of fixed ironing board.

J. **Thigh level**

J: minimum unobstructed vertical dimension for knee recesses to tables, desks, kitchen sink, preparation centre and wash hand basin.
J: plus 0.160: preferred height of kitchen work surfaces at consistent level assuming 0.150 deep sink bowl.

K. **Chair seat level, centre front edge (with cushion if used)**

K: preferred level of WC seat, platform at head end of bath and shower seat.

L. **Knuckle height**

L: plus 0.100: minimum height of heater controls.
L: plus 0.050: lower level of preferred zone for most-used articles stored in kitchen.
L: minimum level of oven floor.

M. **Comfortable downward reach**

M: minimum height of storage shelves.

N. **Foot height**

N: minimum height of toe recesses to kitchen units.

O. **Effective forward reach**

O: maximum depth of kitchen work surfaces.

P. **Forward reach beyond face of chair arm**

P: comfortable reach over low-level tables, etc.
P: preferred maximum dimension, sink fascia to sink taps.

Q. **Knee projection beyond face of chair arm**

Q: minimum dimension sink fascia to waste pipe and wash basin fascia to waste pipe.

R. **Toe projection from front to waist**

R: preferred minimum depth of tables and knee recesses to permit close approach.

S. **Toe projection beyond face of chair arm**

S: minimum depth of knee recesses to kitchen sink, preparation centre, wash basin, etc.

T. **Toe projection at lower leg level**

T: minimum depth of toe recesses to kitchen units.
LEGISLATION

The following are the most significant Acts of Parliament which affect disabled people.

Building Act 1984
Building Regulations 2000
Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act 1970
Cinematograph Acts 1909 and 1952
Companies (Employment of Disabled Persons) Regulations 1980
Disabled Persons Act 1981
Disabled Persons Employment Act 1944 (amended 1958)
Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Education Act 1944
Education Act 1980
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Act 2005
Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 1997
Health and Safety at Work, etc Act 1974
Highways Act 1980
Housing Act 1985
Theatres Acts 1843 and 1968
Town and Country Planning Act 1990

BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Building Regulations 2000 as amended
The Building Regulations (Amendment) Regulations 1998
Approved Document B Fire Safety
Approved Document K Protection from falling, collision and impact
Approved Document M Access to and Use of Buildings
Approved Document N Glazing Materials and Protection

BRITISH STANDARDS

BS 4787 Internal and External Wood Doorsets, Door Leaves and Frames B.S.I.
BS 5395 Stairs, Ladders and Walkways B.S.I.
BS 5588 Part 8: Code of Practice for Means of Escape for Disabled People B.S.I.
BS 5655 Lifts and Service Lifts B.S.I.
BS 6180 Code of Practice for Protective Barriers In and About Buildings B.S.I.
BS 8300 Design of Buildings and the Approaches to meet the needs of Disabled People B.S.I.

Designing for the Disabled – Selwyn Goldsmith

Building Bulletin 91 Access for Disabled People to School Buildings – Department of Education and Involvement

New Metric Handbook – Architectural Press
The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 1995

The DDA creates rights for any individual, defined by the Act as a disabled person, not to be discriminated against in:

- Employment
- Provision of goods, facilities and services
- The management, buying or renting of land or property
- Education and training
- Provision of transport

The original provisions on education in schools, colleges and universities were significantly amended by the Special Educational Needs and Disability Rights Act 2001, which have become Part IV of the DDA. All training provision is already covered by Part III of the DDA.

From December 1996, employers have had to make reasonable adjustments for employees, based upon their specific requirements and the nature of the job. This includes adjustments to policies, procedures and practices and to buildings and the environment.

From October 1999, all service providers, including community and voluntary organisations providing any service to the public, including information, advice, training and the involvement of members and volunteers, should be making reasonable adjustments to all policies, procedures and practices to make their services accessible. This applies to all sizes of service providers and organisations.

From October 2004, all service providers are required to alter, remove or provide means of avoiding physical barriers that make it impossible or unreasonably difficult for disabled people, including any volunteers and members, to access their services by making reasonable adjustments to all their buildings and the environment.

The Disability Discrimination Act 2005

The Act was amended and extended in 2005 for full details contact the Disability Rights Commission (see contacts page).
Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Roger Evans
Head of Building Control
Enterprise House, Rassau Industrial Estate,
Ebbw Vale, Gwent NP23 5SD
Tel: 01495 355520
Main Switchboard: 01495 311556
Fax: 01495 355598
E-mail: building.control@blaenau-gwent.gov.uk

Bridgend County Borough Council
Brian Wallace MRICS
Principal Building Control Surveyor
Civic Offices, Angel Street, Bridgend CF31 4WB
Tel: 01656 643406
Main Switchboard: 01656 643643
Fax: 01656 646972
E-mail: wallab@bridgend.gov.uk
Web: www.bridgend.gov.uk

British Council of Disabled People
Tel: 01332 295551

Caerphilly County Borough Council
Paul White
Head of Building Control
The Civic Centre, Pontllanfraith, Blackwood NP12 2YW
Tel: 01495 235343
Main Switchboard: 01443 815588
Fax: 01495 235013
E-mail: whitep@caerphilly.gov.uk
Web: www.caerphilly.gov.uk

Cardiff Council, The City and County of
Shaun Reville MRICS MBA
Operational Manager Building Control
City Hall, Cathays, Cardiff CF10 3ND
Tel: 029 2087 1305
Main Switchboard: 029 2087 2000
Mobile: 07730 985517
Fax: 029 20871384
E-mail: s.reville@cardiff.gov.uk
Web: www.cardiff.gov.uk

Carmarthenshire County Council
Colin Lewis
Building Control Manager and Type Approval
Contact Officer
Second Floor, Building 2, St. David’s Park,
Jobswell Road, Carmarthen,
Carmarthenshire SA31 3HB
Tel: 01267 246001
Main Switchboard: 01267 234567
Fax: 01267 246017
E-mail: RCLewis@carmarthenshire.gov.uk
Web: www.carmarthenshire.gov.uk

Centre for Accessible Environments
Tel/textphone: 0207 357 8182
www.cae.org.uk

Ceredigion County Council
Alan Davies MRICS
Chief Building Control Officer
Highways, Property and Works Department
26 Bridge Street, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion
SY23 1QB
Tel: 01970 633480
Main Switchboard: 01970 617911
Fax: 01970 615639
E-mail: aland@ceredigion.gov.uk
Web: www.ceredigion.gov.uk

Conwy County Borough Council
Gareth Griffiths
Operations Manager – Technical Services
Council Offices, Conway Road,
Mochdre, North Wales LL28 5AB
Tel: 01492 574172
Main Switchboard: 01492 574000
Fax: 01492 546734
E-mail: building.control@conwy.gov.uk
Web: www.conwy.gov.uk

Useful Contacts
Useful Contacts

**Denbighshire County Council**
Robin Johnston MBEng
Building Control Manager
Caledfryn, Smithfield Road, Denbigh, LL16 3RJ
Tel: 01824 706979
Main Switchboard: 01824 706000
Fax: 01824 706709
E-mail: robin.johnston@denbighshire.gov.uk
Web: www.denbighshire.gov.uk
Mark Turner MRICS, MInstLM
Principal Building Control Officer
Tel: 01824 706706
Fax: 01824 706953
E-mail: mark.turner@denbighshire.gov.uk

**Disability Rights Commission**
Tel: 08457 622633
www.drc_gb.org.uk

**Disability Unit**
Department for Work and Pensions
Level 6, Adelphi Building, John Adams Street
London WC2N 6HT
www.disability.gov.uk

**Flintshire County Council**
Ian Vaughan-Evans MRICS MBA
Chief Building Control Officer
County Hall, Mold, Flintshire CH7 6NF
Tel: 01352 703631
Main Switchboard: 01352 752121
Fax: 01352 703615
E-mail: ian.vaughan-evans@flintshire.gov.uk
Web: www.flintshire.gov.uk

**Gwynedd Council**
Allen Main FRICS
Building Control Manager
Environmental Directorate
Consultancy Section
Penaralt Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL55 1BN
Tel: 01286 682769
Main Switchboard: 01286 672255
Fax: 01286 682771
E-mail: StanleyAllenMain@gwynedd.gov.uk
Web: www.gwynedd.gov.uk

**Isle of Anglesey County Council**
Chris Staddon BSc(Hons) MBEng
Senior Building Control Officer Team Leader
Council Offices, Llangefni, Anglesey LL77 7TW
Tel: 01248 752176
Main Switchboard: 01248 750057
Fax: 01248 752232
E-mail: csxhp@anglesey.gov.uk
Web: www.anglesey.gov.uk

**Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council**
Ken Bateman BSc (Hons) MRICS MBEng
Principal Building Control Officer
Ty Keir Hardy, Riverside Court, Avenue De Clichy
Merthyr Tydfil CF47 8XF
Tel: 01685 726257
Main Switchboard: 01685 725000
Fax: 01685 382698
E-mail: ken.bateman@merthyr.gov.uk
Web: www.merthyr.gov.uk

**Monmouthshire County Council**
Colin Palmer MRICS
Building Control & Licensing Manager
County Hall, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 2XH
Tel: 01633 644831
Main Switchboard: 01633 644644
Fax: 01633 644878
E-mail: colinpalmer@monmouthshire.gov.uk
Web: www.monmouthshire.gov.uk

Central Monmouthshire (including Monmouth):
Monmouth Area Office, Whitecross Street,
Monmouth NP5 3XR
(BC officers Dave Durn & Andrew Edmunds,
Senior Glyn Davies)
Tel: 01600 775221

Severnside & Lower Wye (including Chepstow):
High Trees, Steep Street, Chepstow NP6 5PJ
(BC officers Julian Dudek & Kelvin Assender,
Senior Nigel George)
Tel: 01291 635720
Useful Contacts

Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council
Paul Davis BSc (Hons) MBEng
Building Control Manager
Civic Centre, Neath SA11 3QZ
Tel: 01639 764278
Main Switchboard: 01639 763333
Fax: 01639 764397
E-mail: a.ellis@npt.gov.uk
Web: www.neath-porttalbot.gov.uk

Newport City Council
Ieuan Walters MBEng MRICS
Building Control Manager
Civic Centre, Newport, South Wales, NP20 4UR
Tel: 01633 232659
Main Switchboard: 01633 656656
Fax: 01633 232660
Mobile: 07866 538797
E-mail: ieuan.walters@newport.gov.uk
Web: www.newport.gov.uk

Pembrokeshire County Council
David Jenkins MRICS
Building Control Manager
Department of Development, County Hall,
Haverfordwest Pembrokeshire SA61 1TP
Tel: 01437 775897
Main Switchboard: 01437 764551
Fax: 01437 776496
E-mail: dave.jenkins@pembrokeshire.gov.uk
Web: www.pembrokeshire.gov.uk

Powys County Council
Chris Jones BSc (Hons) MRICS
Building Control Manager (South)
Neuadd Brycheiniog, Cambrian Way, Brecon,
Powys LD3 7HR
Tel: 01874 612290
Main Switchboard: 01597 826000
Fax: 01874 612336
E-mail: caj@powys.gov.uk
Web: www.powys.gov.uk

Building Control
Powys County Council
Neuadd Brycheiniog, Cambrian Way, Brecon,
Powys, LD3 7HR
Head of Planning Services, Gareth W Thomas
Tel: 01938 552828
Fax: 01938 551348
Building Control Section operates from two offices,
North and South:
North (former Montgomeryshire)
Contact: Brian Jones
Tel: 01938 551234
South (former Brecknock and Radnorshire)
Contact: Chris Jones
Tel: 01874 612290

Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council
Stephen Long MRICS
Building Control Manager
Sardis House, Sardis Road, Pontypridd CF37 1DU
Tel: 01443 494748
Main Switchboard: 01443 424000
Fax: 01443 494774
E-mail: Stephen.J.Long@rhondda-cynon-taff.gov.uk
Web: www.rhondda-cynon-taff.gov.uk
Senior Building Control Officers:
Mr Neil Parfit
Telephone: 01443 494745
Mr Wayne Ridge 01443 494749
Fax: 01443 494774

Royal Association of Disability and Rehabilitation (RADAR)
Tel: 020 7250 3222
www.radar.org.uk

Royal National Institute of the Blind
Tel: 0207 388 1266
www.mib.org.uk

Royal National Institute of the Deaf
Tel: 0808 8080123 (freephone)
www.mid.org.uk
Useful Contacts

Swansea, City & County of
Peter Richards MRICS
Principal Building Control Surveyor
Environment Department
The Guildhall, Swansea SA1 4PE
Tel: 01792 635622
Main Switchboard: 01792 636000
Fax: 01792 635644
E-mail: peter.c.richards@swansea.gov.uk
Web: www.swansea.gov.uk

The National Federation of
Shopmobility UK
Tel: 08456 442446
www.justmobility.co.uk/shop

Torfaen County Borough Council
Wayne Collier
Head of Building Control
Department for the Environment, County Hall
Cwmbran NP44 2WN
Tel: 01495 766922
Main Switchboard: 01495 762200
Mobile: 07980 682322
E-mail: wayne.collier@torfaen.gov.uk
Web: www.torfaen.gov.uk

The Borough is split into three geographical areas, Cwmbran (West), and East and Pontypool North, with officers fulfilling the range of Building Control duties, and accessible via mobile phones.

Lee Redman: Pontypool (North) 07980 682320
Rob Jones: Cwmbran (East) 07980682321
Francis Mullin Cwmbran (West) 07980682323
Jan Blackman Technical Admin
(Office) 01495 766923

Vale of Glamorgan Council
Colin Blick MRICS MBEng
Operational Manager Building Control
Environmental and Economic Regeneration,
Dock Office, Barry, South Wales, CF63 4RT
Tel: 01446 704666
Main Switchboard: 01446 700111
Fax: 01446 704843
Answer phone: 01446 704842
E-mail: cblick@valeofglamorgan.gov.uk
Web: www.valeofglamorgan.gov.uk

Wrexham County Borough Council
Dave Sharp MRICS
Principal Building Control Surveyor
Council Offices, Lambpit Street, PO Box 1290
Wrexham LL11 1WL
Tel: 01978 292551
Main Switchboard: 01978 292000
Fax: 01978 292502
E-mail: dave.sharp@wrexham.gov.uk
Web: www.wrexham.gov.uk
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Snowdrop Disabled Access will design, install, commission & service a wide range of public access equipment.

- Vertical Platform Lifts
- Stair Climbing Lifts
- Stair Climbers
- Ramping
- & Much More

In:
- Schools
- Offices
- Public Buildings
- Etc.

Working With:
- Local Authorities
- Charities
- Housing Associations
- Architects

Contact
Email: enquiries@snowdropcareandmobility.co.uk
Phone:
  Haverfordwest: 01437 768383
  Swansea: 01792 790678
  Cardigan: 01239 623791
Web: www.snowdropcareandmobility.com
1X HIRE LTD

Scaffolding Contractors
Plus Hire of Aluminium Towers
Staging, Trestles and Boards
Plus PASMA Tower Training

Tower House,
Ipswich Road,
Cardiff CF23 9AQ

Tel: 02920 487487
E-mail: barbara@onexhire.fsbusiness.co.uk

Dougfield
PLUMBERS SUPPLIES
Open to Trade and Public

Opening Hours
Monday to Friday
8.00-5.00
Saturday
8.00-12.00
for Plumbers supplies and bathrooms

Wide range of Shower enclosures and
Bathroom suites available.
Your local supplier for all your Plumbing, Heating
and Bathroom needs.
Friendly, knowledgeable, local staff to help solve
any problems

BRIDGEND — Unit 1 New Street, Bridgend Industrial Estate, Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan CF31 3UD
Telephone: 01656 650050 — Contact: Ryan Hughson

TREFOREST — Unit C6/1 Main Avenue, Treforest Industrial Estate, Treforest, Pontypridd CF37 5UD
Telephone: 01443 844469 — Contact: Steve Williams

BARRY — Unit 22 Ty Verlon Industrial Estate, Cardiff Road, Barry, Vale of Glamorgan CF63 2BE
Telephone: 01446 701808 — Contact: Rachel Dawe